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STABILITY OF HINGERS, HINGED DEVICES AND SCHEMES

M. D. Kovalev UDC 514.114

Introduction

This paper is devoted to the study of the stability property of hinged devices (mechanisms and trusses)
and also of their kinematic schemes. Roughly speaking, the kinematic scheme is the set of invariable charac-
teristics of a hinged device. It includes the combinatorial structure of the device, the set of lengths of levers
of which this device is made up, and the positions of points at which this device is fixed in the space. A
kinematic scheme is said to be stable if for any sufficiently small changes in the squared lengths of levers of
this scheme, schemes that indeed correspond to hinged devices can be obtained from it. Geometrically, to the
stable schemes there correspond interior points of the set C of essential kinematic schemes that is located in
a higher-dimensional parameter space, where coordinates are represented by squared lengths of levers. The
presentation of this material is given for the general case of hinged devices in the d-dimensional Euclidean
space on the basis of formalization of basic concepts of the theory of hinged devices that was undertaken by
the author in [1]. As far as the examples are concerned, they are given almost exclusively on the plane.

The basic concepts are stated in Sec. 1. The definition of stability of a hinger (a hinger is either a
hinged truss or a certain position of a hinged mechanism) is given in this section, and the following three
basic problems are stated. Problem number one: is any unstable hinger unstable with respect to a change
in the length of one of its levers? Problem number two: do there exist stable kinematic schemes to which no
stable hingers correspond? Problem number three: is a stable kinematic scheme to which there corresponds
only one truss possible? In this section, we also give an example of an unstable kinematic scheme that is,
however, stable with respect to the change in each individual lever as well as an example of an exceptional
but stable scheme, which is the answer to one of the questions posed in [1].

In the second section, we consider the concept of stable assemblability of hingers and kinematic schemes,
which is closer to practice than the concept of stability. In the case where the lengths of all levers are positive,
the concept of stable assemblability coincides with the concept of stability. The fact is that all hingers or
schemes, each having even only one lever of zero length, lie on the boundary of the set C and are unstable.
However, there are stably assemblable hingers among them because it is not possible, having made a mistake,
to produce instead of a lever with zero length a lever whose squared length is negative. In this section, we
prove the equivalence of the notions of stability and stable assemblability in the case of isostatic schemes on
the plane or in space; this case is of most interest for structural mechanics.

In the third section, we consider problems that are obtained as a result of replacing the concept of
stability by the concept of stable assemblability in the above-stated three problems. We prove that with
some inevitable reservations, the third problem is equivalent to the problem posed in the first section. The
author has managed to prove the independence of the first and second problems of the accepted definition of
stability only under unproved assumptions of a simple geometric character (namely, under the assumption
on the absence of cavities in the set C that are adjacent to the faces of this set).

In the concluding fourth section, we examine the stability of hinged mechanisms. It is shown that the
well-known (see [1]) planar mechanism with a variable DOF number has both stable and unstable positions.
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Fig. 1

1. Hingers and Kinematic Schemes

A hinged structural scheme (see [1]) is a connected nonoriented graph G(V,E) without loops and multiple
edges the set V of whose vertices consists of two nonempty subsets V1 and V2. The vertices belonging to
the first of these subsets correspond to free (nonfixed) hinges of our hinged construction, and the vertices
that belong to the second subset correspond to the hinges of this construction that are fixed in Rd; the edges
of this graph correspond to the levers (bars) of this construction. The following additional constraints are
imposed on the graph G(V,E): the vertices of the set V2 are nonadjacent, and the subgraph G1(V1, E1) that
is generated by the set of vertices V1 is connected. In what follows, unless otherwise specified, we assume
that V1 = {v1, . . . , vm} and V2 = {vm+1, . . . , vm+n}. A hinged scheme that is fixed in the Euclidean space Rd

(d ≥ 1) (a fixed hinged scheme (FHS) in Rd) is a hinged structural scheme with each vertex vi ∈ V2 of which
some point pi ∈ R

d is associated. If we now associate with each of the vertices vi ∈ V1 a certain point pi of
the Euclidean space Rd, then we obtain a certain hinger. In the case where the FHS is given, it is natural
to denote this hinger by the point p = (p1,p2, . . . ,pm) ∈ Rdm of a higher-dimensional parameter space. In
what follows, the points pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m + n, are called free hinges if 1 ≤ i ≤ m; if m + 1 ≤ i ≤ m + n, then
these points are called fixed hinges, while the segments pipj, vivj ∈ E, are called the levers of the hinger p.
However, with some liberty of language, the vertices and the edges of the graph G are also sometimes called
hinges and levers in what follows. Examples of hingers on the plane are presented in Figs. 1 and 2; free
hinges are designated by circles, while fixed hinges are designated by crosses. We note that the coincidence
of any two hinges as points of the space Rd is possible.

If an FHS is chosen in Rd, then to this scheme there corresponds the mapping of Euclidean spaces
F : Rdm → Rr, where r = |E|; this mapping is defined by the following formulas: dij = |pi − pj|2, vivj ∈ E.
The above mapping, called the lever mapping, associates with the hinger the set of squared lengths of its
levers, i.e., the point d = {dij} ∈ Rr. The image C = F(Rdm) of the space of all hingers lies in the nonnegative
orthant Q : dij ≥ 0 of the Cartesian coordinate system, which is called standard in the space Rr. Points
d ∈ Rr are called kinematic hinged schemes (KHS), while points d ∈ C are called essential KHS. In [1],
the concept of a hinged device is introduced; it is defined as a pair consisting of the KHS d and of some
connected component K(d) ⊂ Rdm of the complete inverse image F−1(d). Hinged devices with one and the
same FHS can be specified by indicating the set K(d) only; this set is called the configuration space of a
hinged device. A hinged device whose configuration space consists of a single point is called a truss; if this
space consists of more than one point (necessarily of infinitely many points in this case), then this device is
called a hinged mechanism. This corresponds to the usage of these terms in the theory of mechanisms and
in structural mechanics.

From the practical standpoint, hinged devices that have tame FHS are of the most interest. To a tame
FHS, there corresponds a tame lever mapping F, i.e., a mapping such that dimC = r. If some tame FHS has
dm = r, then this scheme is said to be isostatic. A hinger p is said to be unstable if there exists a spherical
neighborhood U(p, ε) ⊂ Rdm of radius ε > 0 such that ∀δ > 0 in a δ-neighborhoodW (d, δ) ⊂ Rr of the point
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d = F(p) there is a KHS d′ ∈ F(U(p, ε)). We note that some of the coordinates dij that have the meaning
of squared lengths of levers d′ can turn out to be negative (moreover, d′ ∈ Q under this procedure). We
assume the above in contradiction with the geometric meaning of these coordinates.

No stable hingers correspond to an irregular FHS. This circumstance is the main reason for the importance
of tame FHS in practice. In the known examples, the unstable hinger p is already unstable with respect to
an arbitrarily small change in the squared length of even only one of its levers. That is, if F(p) = d = {dij},
then there exist a number ε > 0 and a lever vµvν such that ∀σ > 0, there exists a number t : σ > t > 0 or
σ < t < 0 for which the KHS d′(t) : d′ij = dij does not belong to the set F(U(p, ε)) when (i, j) = (µ, ν) and
d′µν = d0µν + t.

Owing to the fact that an image of a semialgebraic set under a polynomial mapping is semialgebraic (see
[2]), the above definition is equivalent to the following: there exist numbers ε > 0 and σ > 0 and a lever vµvν
such that the KHS d′(t) does not belong to F(U(p, ε)) either for all σ > t > 0 or for all σ < t < 0. The
following question naturally arises.

Question 1. Is any unstable hinger unstable with respect to an arbitrarily small change in the squared
length of only one of its levers?

This question also makes sense for hingers with irregular FHS. Moreover, in this case, one can hope to
get an answer to this question more quickly. In simple examples, the unstable hinger is always unstable with
respect to the decrease in the squared length of one of the levers. The hingers from the Pareto minimum
(see [3]) of the lever mapping are unstable with respect to the decrease in the squared length of any of its
levers. It can easily be proved that a hinger with a one-dimensional space of internal strains (see [4]) cannot
be unstable with respect to an increase in the length of each of its levers. Is this true in the case of hingers
with higher-dimensional space of internal strains?

An essential KHS d is said to be (see [1]) unstable if it lies on the boundary of the domain C of essential
KHS. For an unstable KHS, an arbitrarily small change in the squared lengths of the levers that leads to a
nonessential KHS, i.e., to a KHS to which no hingers correspond, is possible. Moreover, the squared lengths
(dij) of some levers of this nonessential KHS can turn out to be negative, and then this KHS would not lie
in the orthant Q. The instability of the KHS d obviously implies the instability of any hinger p ∈ F−1(d).

In Fig. 2a and 2b, explanatory examples are presented. Both hingers that are depicted in these figures
have one and the same KHS (d0) in the plane. Their FHS are isostatic. The hinger in Fig. 1 is stable. As
for the hinger depicted in Fig. 2b and whose hinges p1,p2,p3 lie along one and the same straight line, this
hinger is unstable because under an arbitrarily small decrease in the length of even only one of the levers
p1p2 or p1p3 it becomes impossible to assemble a hinger that is close to it. We note that the hinger depicted
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in Fig. 2b is unstable already with respect to the change in the length of only one lever, say, p1p3. However,
the KHS d0 is stable.

The following question, which is similar to Question 1, can be posed for KHS:
For any unstable KHS d, does there exist a lever vµvν by an arbitrarily small change in the squared length

dµν of which one can obtain a nonessential KHS d′ from d?
A negative answer to this question is given by the following example. In Fig. 3, the hinger p1 is

depicted in the plane; the FHS of this hinger contains three hinges p4,p5, and p6 that are fixed at the
vertices of the regular triangle with unit sides. The lengths of all six levers of this hinger are same, each

equal to 1
2
(1 +

4√3(1+
√
3)√

2
) = 1.7712298 . . . = a. We assert that the KHS d = (d14, d25, d36, d12, d23, d31) =

(a2, a2, a2, a2, a2, a2) of this hinger is stable with respect to a change in the squared length of any of its levers
individually, but yet unstable. Indeed, to the KHS d, there correspond, along with the hinger p1, two more

hingers p2 and p3 that are obtained from the hinger p1 by turning it through the angles ±
2π

3
about the

center of the triangle p4p5p6 and by renumbering the hinges. Here we make use of the notion of the tangent
cone of a mapping. Let F be an arbitrary mapping from Rdm into Rr. We consider distinct sequences of
points pi ∈ Rdm, i = 1, 2, . . . , that converge to a point p for which di = F(pi) = d = F(p). The sequences of
rays ddi ∈ Rr correspond to such sequences. The set K(p) ⊂ Rr of all limit rays of sequences {ddi} is called
the tangent cone or simply cone of the mapping F at the point p ∈ Rdm. In our case, it is easily seen that the
cones of the lever mapping at the points p1,p2, and p3 are half-spaces P1,P2, and P3 of the space R

6. As
the outer normals of these subspaces, we can take, by Lemma 6 of [4], the internal strains ω1, ω2, and ω3 of
corresponding hingers. Calculations yield the following: ω1 ≈ (1;−0, 577;−0, 577; 0, 517;−0, 453;−0, 453),1

while the coordinates of the vectors ω2 and ω3 are obtained by the simultaneous cyclical permutation of the
first and last three coordinates of the vector ω1. The coordinates of these vectors have the following signs:
ω1: (+,−,−,+,−,−); ω2: (−,+,−,−,+,−); ω3: (−,−,+,−,−,+). Because the inner product of any base
vector of the coordinate system by one of the vectors ωi is positive and this product is negative if the above
base vector is scalarly multiplied by two others vectors ωi, any ray with vertex at the point d that is parallel
to the axis of coordinates is directed into the union of half-spaces P = Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. What this means is
precisely the stability of the KHS d with respect to a change in the squared length of any of its levers. On
the other hand, the KHS dε = (a

2 + ε, a2 + ε, a2 + ε, a2 + ε, a2 + ε, a2 + ε) for ε > 0 does not belong to P ,
and, in any case, this scheme is nonessential for sufficiently small ε. Therefore, the KHS d is unstable.

We list the most interesting questions concerning the stability of a KHS. In what follows, we consider
only tame FHS. In this case, to the unstable hinger, there corresponds a point p ∈ Rdm at which the rank of
the differential dF of the lever mapping is less than the maximal rank. Following [1], we call such points the
degeneracy points of the mapping.

Question 2. Is a stable KHS d for which every hinger p ∈ F−1(d) is unstable possible?

By the multiplicity of the KHS d, we mean the number of points in the inverse image F−1(d); a KHS is
of multiplicity 1 if only one hinger corresponds to it.

Question 3. Is a stable KHS of multiplicity 1 possible?

We note that in the one-dimensional case (d = 1), the sets of tame and isostatic FHS coincide. The FHS
that make up these sets have only one fixed hinge each; their graphs do not contain cycles. In this case the
answer to Question 1 is obviously positive, while the answers to Questions 2 and 3 are negative. Moreover,
each unstable hinger with a tame FHS has at least one lever of zero length, and, therefore, it is unstable with
respect to the decrease in the squared length of this lever. Any hinger with an irregular FHS on a straight
line, obviously, is also unstable with respect to the decrease in the length of one of its levers.

Already in the planar case, the answers to Questions 1, 2, and 3 are unknown. In [1], the following
question was posed.

1To the positive coordinate of the vector ωi, there corresponds a compressive force at the corresponding lever, and to the
negative coordinate there corresponds a tensile force.
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Fig. 3

Is an exceptional, i.e., such that all points of F−1(d) are degeneracy points of the lever mapping, and
stable KHS d possible?2

We present an example that gives an affirmative answer to this question. Consider the hinge v, which is
rigidly fastened to the middle movable link of the planar hinged four-linker L (see Fig. 3). Let v circumscribe
some coupler curve K that is different from the circle, and let d be the KHS of this hinged mechanism; we
assume that this scheme is tame. We choose a nonsingular point a on K at which the radius of curvature
is equal to R and this radius is not locally extremal at this point. Owing to the fact that the KHS d is
tame, there exists a neighborhood of the point a that is free from other (except for K) components of the
configuration space of the KHS d. Let o be the center of curvature of the curve K at the point a. To obtain
the desired FHS Z, we add to the original FHS of the four-linker a lever that is fixed at the point o and
connects this point with the hinge v. Moreover, we add a two-driver group, that is, an assemblage of two
levers that are fastened together and fixed at one end in the plane at the point b with the other end being
attached to the hinge v = a. It is clear that choosing a point b sufficiently close to v = a and taking the
lengths of the levers of the two-driver group sufficiently small, it is possible to attain that the KHS d1 of
the truss obtained (its FHS Z contains four fixed hinges, four free hinges, and eight levers) would have a
configuration space consisting of exactly two points p1 and p2. The hinged trusses that correspond to these
points differ from one another by the reflection of the two-driver group from the straight line ab.

The obtained trusses p1 and p2 are degenerate and stable. Indeed, since the circle O of radius R centered
at o is tangent to the curve K at the point a, both trusses p1 and p2 admit internal strains; therefore, they
are degenerate. Because the original hinged four-linker is tame, its configuration space varies only slightly
under arbitrarily small changes in the lengths of its levers. Therefore, the trajectory K ′ of the hinge v would
also be close to the curve K under a change in the lengths of levers of the hinged mechanism L. Because the
curve O, which is tangent to the curve K at the point a, passes at the point of tangency from one side of this
curve to its other side, the slightly altered circle O would cross the curve K ′ near the point a. Because small
changes in the lengths of levers of the two-driver group obviously do not affect the stability of the trusses
under consideration, this precisely means the stability of the KHS d1.

The above example can be extended to dimension 3 and to higher-dimensional cases by constructing the
hinged mechanism L′ whose free hinges that lie in the plane R2 ⊂ Rd carry out the same movements as are
carried out by the free hingers of the planar hinged four-linker L. We describe how this is done in the three-
dimensional case. Assume that the four-linker L is placed in the plane R2 ⊂ R3. We take additional fixed
hinges, one on each of the perpendiculars to the plane R2 constructed at the fixed hinges of the four-linker

2From the engineering point of view, such a KHS is remarkable by the fact that it is stable, and each hinger that corresponds
to it admits the internal strain.
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Fig. 4

L; for example, the fixed hinge w1 is placed over w. Over each of the two free hinges of the four-linker L,
it is necessary to take an additional hinge that is fastened to the former by a lever that is perpendicular to
R
2; say, we take the hinge u1 with the lever uu1 ⊥ R2 over the free hinge u. Instead of the lever in L that
connects a free hinge, say u, with a fixed hinge, say w, it is necessary to take the following two pairs of levers:
uw, uw1, and u1w, u1w1. It is clear that the free hinges of the obtained spatial hinged mechanism L′ can
move only parallel to the plane R2; moreover, the hinges that lie in the plane R2 move in the same way as in
the four-linker L. Now we add to L′ the hinge v ∈ R2 that is connected with the free hinges of L as before,
and, in addition, is fixed in the plane R2 by means of the additional lever vu1. The hinge v also moves in the
plane R2 and circumscribes the curve K on this plane. Other hinges and levers should be added as is done
in the two-dimensional case. The only difference is that now to our KHS there corresponds the exceptional
stable mechanism, and not two degenerate stable trusses because the two-driver group can be rotated about
the straight line bv.

2. Stable and Unstable Assemblability

We can give another definition of stability of hingers and KHS, which is closer to practice. A hinger
p is said to be unstably assemblable if there exists its ε-neighborhood U(p, ε) ⊂ Rdm, such that, ∀δ > 0,
in a δ-neighborhood W (d, δ) of the point d = F(p), there exists the KHS d′ ∈ Q, d′ ∈ F(U(p, ε)). In
everyday language, this means that if we want to assemble a hinger p, then, having made slight mistakes in
the dimensions when producing its levers, we, possibly, would not be able to assemble a hinger that would
be close to p. As far as a stably assemblable hinger is concerned, any sufficiently small error in dimensions
of its levers is no barrier to assembling a hinger that is close to it. An essential KHS d is called unstably
assemblable if, for all ε > 0, in the ε-neighborhood of the point d, there exists a point d′ ∈ Q with d′ ∈ C. For
the unstably assemblable KHS, an arbitrarily small change in the squared lengths of the levers that preserves
their being nonnegative and leads to a nonessential KHS is possible. The concept of stable assemblability
is wider than the concept of stability that was considered above. For instance, the KHS of the hinged four-
linker (Fig. 4a) whose two free hinges coincide and do not lie along the straight line that joins fixed hinges
is unstable, but it is stably assemblable, as is this hinger itself. It is clear that only those KHS that lie on
the boundary of the orthant Q can be unstable but stably assemblable. In what follows, we prove that in the
case of an isostatic FHS in Rd for d > 1, the notions of stability and stable assemblability coincide.

We say that a KHS d ∈ C ∩ ∂Q is surface-stable if for some neighborhood W ⊂ Rr of the point d the
relationW ∩∂C ⊇W ∩∂Q holds. The surface stability of the KHS d is obviously the necessary condition for
its stable assemblability. Let Rr−s be a coordinate subspace of the standard coordinate system in Rr. The
set C ∩Rr−s is called a face of the set C = F(Rdm) if the former set does not lie in any coordinate subspace
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of dimension less than r − s (r > s). Let the KHS d belong to the face C1 = C ∩ Rr−1 of the set C, and let
dij = 0 in this face.

Lemma 1. If a KHS d is surface-stable, then its FHS Z is tame.

Assume the contrary. Then the dimension of the set C is less than r; therefore, it is equal to r−1. Owing
to the fact that C is semialgebraic, there exist an interior point d′ = F(p′) of the face C1 and a sufficiently
small open semiball H ⊂ Q centered at d′ such that H does not contain points of the set C. On the other
hand, it is obvious that arbitrarily close to the hinger p′, there exists a hinger p1 with d1ij > 0. Therefore, we
can choose p1 in such a way that the point d1 = F(p1) would lie in the semiball H, which contradicts our
assumption. Therefore, the set C is r-dimensional, i.e., the FHS Z is tame.

This lemma can be stated in a somewhat different form:

If the set C has at least one (r− 1)-dimensional face, then the FHS that corresponds to this set is tame.

We consider the face Cs = C ∩ Rr−s of the set C generated by the FHS Z. With the face Cs, we can
associate some scheme Ss, which, generally speaking, is not an FHS in the sense that was defined above. We
call this scheme the face scheme. The face scheme Ss is obtained from the FHS Z in the following way. Let
M be the set of s levers whose lengths vanish in the coordinate plane Rr−s. The face Cs generates a partition
of the set V of vertices of the graph G into disjoint subsets v1, v2, . . . , vm+n−l each of which consists either
of vertices joined by edges from the set M or of one vertex if this vertex is not incident with any edge from
M . To each of the sets vi there corresponds a vertex of the face scheme Ss, which is also denoted by vi.
Obviously, the number of these vertices m+ n− l ≥ m+ n− s. If the set vi contains the vertex of the graph
G that denotes the hinge of the FHS Z which is fixed at the point p ∈ Rdm, then we assume that to the
vertex vi of the face scheme Ss there corresponds the hinge that is also fixed at the point p. To the vertex vi
there corresponds the free hinge of the face scheme if the set vi contains only free hinges of the FHS Z.

The graph of the face scheme can contain multiple edges, that is, it can be a multigraph. The set of edges
of the face scheme contains the edge vivj of multiplicity k if and only if there are exactly k pairs of vertices
vpt ∈ vi and vqt ∈ vj (1 ≤ t ≤ k) that are adjacent in the graph G. We note that in contrast to the graph of
the FHS, the vertices of the graph Gs of the face scheme that correspond to the fixed hinges can be adjacent.
Moreover, the subgraph of the graph Gs that is generated by free hinges may turn out to be disconnected.
An example of this kind is given by the FHS in Fig. 4b if the hinges p and a are made coincident. For
convenience in considering this case, we introduce the notion of generalized fixed hinged scheme (GFHS).
Namely, we assume that a GFHS differs from an FHS only by the fact that a subgraph G2 of its graph G
that is generated by free hinges can be disconnected. Similarly to the FHS, we can associate with the GFHS
the lever mapping F and kinematic hinged schemes. The image of this mapping is a direct sum of images
of lever mappings that are generated by the FHS that correspond to the connected components of the graph
G2. The GFHS can be tame and isostatic.

Proposition 1. If the face scheme Ss is not a GFHS, then the face Cs lies in some plane of the space Rr−s.

Indeed, the above situation corresponds to the cases where either the graph Gs of the face scheme Ss
has multiple edges or where one of its edges joins the vertices that correspond to the fixed hinges. If Gs has
k-multiple edge vivj , where vpt ∈ vi and vqt ∈ vj (1 ≤ t ≤ k, k ≥ 2) are adjacent in G, then Cs lies in the
(r − s− k + 1)-dimensional plane dp1q1= dp2q2 = . . . = dpkqk of the space R

r−s. If, on the other hand, Gs has
the edge vivj that joins the vertices corresponding to the hinges which are fixed at a distance ρ from each
other, and if this edge is generated by the edge vpvq of the graph G (vp ∈ vi, vq ∈ vj), then Cs lies in the plane
dpq = ρ2 of the space Rr−s.

Corollary. To each full-dimensional (i.e., of dimension r − s) face Cs there corresponds the face scheme Ss
which is the GFHS.

Indeed, the graph Gs of the face scheme in this case does not contain multiple edges and edges that join
fixed hinges. To obtain the graph of the GFHS, it remains only to enumerate the vertices of the graph Gs
in an appropriate way. Therefore, each full-dimensional face Cs of the set C can be considered as the set of
essential KHS for its face GFHS Zs. We note that the number of free hinges of Zs is equal to m− l.
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Remark 1. A similar statement is also true for the faces of the set C that are not full-dimensional.

We can associate GFHS with these faces, having replaced multiple edges by edges of multiplicity 1 in
their face schemes and having rejected the edges that are incident with the pairs of fixed hinges.

Lemma 2. The parameter spaces R
d(m−l)
s and Rr−ss that are generated by the GFHS Zs can be embedded

into Rdm and Rr−s, respectively, in such a way that the lever mapping Fs corresponding to Zs would be the
product of the one-to-one projection R

d(m−l)
s onto a certain plane P d(m−l) ⊂ Rdm and the restriction of the

original lever mapping F to this plane. Moreover, F−1(Cs) coincides with P d(m−l) under such an embedding.

There is a bijection with respect to the coordinate isomorphism between the parameter space R
d(m−l)
s

and the coordinate subspace Rd(m−l) of the space Rdm if we take the numbers of some vertices vj ∈ vi as
the numbers of vertices vi. If the face scheme Ss is the GFHS, then to the edge vivj of the graph Gs there
corresponds the unique edge vpvq, vp ∈ vi, vq ∈ vj of the graph G. This correspondence sets the coordinate
isomorphism between Rr−ss and Rr−s. As the plane P d(m−l), it suffices to take the plane that is defined by
the set of equations pi = pj, where vivj are all possible pairs of vertices from G which got into one and the

same set vt, 1 ≤ t ≤ m− l. The projection of R
d(m−l)
s onto the plane P d(m−l) is performed along the subspace

that is orthogonal to R
d(m−l)
s . The last assertion of the lemma is obvious.

Now we consider the KHS d that corresponds to the fixed scheme Z and has exactly 0 < s < r levers
vikvjk , 1 ≤ k ≤ s of zero length, whose collection is denoted by M . Let Rr−s be the coordinate subspace in
Rr, in which the squared lengths of levers from M vanish. Some GFHS Zs corresponds to this subspace.
The KHS d that has the GFHS Zs and coincides with d under the embedding defined in Lemma 2 is called
the face KHS corresponding to the KHS d. The hinger p with such a KHS is also called the face hinger
corresponding to the hinger p with the KHS d if the points p and p coincide under the embedding defined
in Lemma 2.

Remark 2. If the KHS d lying in the (r − s)-dimensional face (0 < s < r) is surface-stable, then with the
pair (Z,d) we can associate the pair (Zs, ds), where the GFHS Zs is tame and the face KHS ds corresponding
to the KHS d is stable.

Because in this case the face Cs = C ∩ Rr−s containing the KHS d is full-dimensional, we can associate
the face GFHS Zs with the face Cs. The stability of the face KHS ds follows from the surface stability of the
KHS d.

We note that for tame FHS on the straight line, any unstable hinger has a lever of zero length; as far as
the unstably assemblable hingers are concerned, they do not exist in this case.

Proposition 2. If the condition dm < r − 1 + d is fulfilled for the tame FHS Z in Rd (d > 1), then not
a single stably assemblable KHS lying in the face of the set C corresponds to it, and, therefore, not a single
unstable hinger as well as not a single stably assemblable hinger corresponds to this scheme.

Indeed, if at least one unstable but stably assemblable KHS were corresponding to the FHS Z, then the
unstable but stably assemblable KHS d with the squared length of only one of its levers equal to 0 would also
correspond to this scheme. Then the GFHS Z1 that is set in correspondence to the pair (Z,d) by Remark
2 is tame. But for the tame GFHS with m − 1 free hinges the dimension of the inverse image of the lever
mapping d(m− 1) cannot be less than the dimension of the image of this mapping, which is equal to r − 1.

Because dm = r for the isostatic FHS, the following corollary is valid.

Corollary. For an isostatic FHS in Rd with d > 1, the notions of stability and stable assemblability coincide.

3. To What Extent are the Notions of Stability and Stable Assemblability Equivalent?

For the FHS that are tame but not isostatic, Questions 1–3 can be reformulated by replacing the notion of
stability with the notion of unstable assemblability. We call these reformulations Questions 1′–3′, respectively.
We consider the interrelation of these questions. Let D be the set of FHS in Rd, d ≥ 1, whose graph G is
the tree with all but one of its vertices corresponding to free hinges. For the FHS from the set D, the answer
to Question 3′ is affirmative. Indeed, in this case the set C of essential KHS coincides with the nonnegative
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orthant Q of the standard coordinate system and there is only one KHS d0 = 0 of multiplicity 1 that coincides
with the vertex of the orthant Q. Obviously, this scheme is unstable but stably assemblable.

Remark 3. No stably assemblable KHS of multiplicity 1 corresponds to the FHS having one fixed hinge and
not belonging to the set D.

Indeed, if not all hinges of the hinger coincide with its single fixed hinge, then under the reflection of this
hinger from the point of fixing another hinger is obtained. Therefore, irrespective of the dimension (d ≥ 1)
of the space Rd, a unique KHS d0 = 0 of multiplicity 1 corresponds to our FHS. Because the FHS does not
belong to the set D, its graph has at least one cycle. The kinematic scheme d ∈ Q with positive length of
one of the levers of the cycle and with zero length of all the other levers is obviously unessential. Because
such a KHS d can be taken arbitrarily close to the point d0 ∈ Q, the KHS d0 is unstably assemblable.

No stable or stably assemblable KHS exist for irregular FHS; therefore, it is sufficient to consider questions
3 and 3′ for tame FHS. On the straight line, all tame FHS belong to the set D, and the affirmative answer
to Question 3′ for them is given, as we have seen, by the KHS d0 = 0.

Theorem 1. Question 3′ for the set of FHS Z ∈ D in Rd for an arbitrary d > 1 is equivalent to Question 3
for the set of all FHS in Rd.

Because every stable KHS is stably assemblable, a negative answer to Question 3′ for an arbitrary FHS
Z ∈ D in Rd implies a negative answer to Question 3 for Z. A negative answer to Question 3 for the FHS in
R
d from the set D is obvious.
We show the converse: let, for any tame FHS in Rd, there not exist stable KHS of multiplicity 1; then

there are no stably assemblable KHS of multiplicity 1 for an arbitrarily chosen FHS Z ∈ D in Rd. Assume
the contrary: for the FHS Z ∈ D there is an unstable but stably assemblable KHS d of multiplicity 1. Then,
by Remark 3, the FHS Z has more than one fixed hinge. Because there is a chain made up of levers that joins
two fixed hinges, any essential KHS which corresponds to Z contains at least one lever of nonzero length.
Therefore, for the number s of levers of nonzero length of the KHS d the inequality s < r holds. Because
each stably assemblable KHS is surface-stable, by Remark 2, with the pair (Z,d) we can associate the pair
(Zs, ds). Here Zs is the tame GFHS in Rd, and ds is the stable face KHS of multiplicity 1 that correspond to
it. Let the GFHS Zs decompose into l FHS Zi, 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Then the face Cs is the direct sum of images Ci of
lever mappings that correspond to the FHS Zi, and the KHS d

s is the direct sum of the corresponding KHS
dsi ∈ Ci. Because the face KHS d

s is stable and of multiplicity 1 if and only if each of the KHS dsi is stable
and of multiplicity 1, this contradicts the assumption on the nonexistence of a stable KHS of multiplicity 1.
The theorem is proved.

We present the statements of questions 1′ and 2′.

Question 1′. For any unstably assemblable hinger p, do there exists a number ε > 0 and a lever pipj of
this hinger such that for any number δ > 0 under a change in the squared length of this lever from dij up
to at least one of the d′ij > 0, |d′ij − dij| < δ, we would obtain the KHS d′ ∈ F(U(p, ε)) from the KHS
{dij} = d = F(p)?

Question 2′. Is a stably assemblable KHS d for which every hinger p ∈ F−1(d) is unstably assemblable
possible?

Because for each unstable, but stably assemblable hinger the answer to Question 1 is obviously positive,
a positive answer to Question 1′ implies a positive answer to Question 1 as well. Because every stable KHS
lies inside the orthant Q and is stably assemblable, and each unstable hinger corresponding to it is unstably
assemblable, a negative answer to Question 2′ implies a negative answer to Question 2. The equivalence
of Questions 1′ and 2′ to Questions 1 and 2, respectively, is connected with the fulfillment of the following
propositions.

We say that a hinger p having at least one lever of zero length is surface-stable if for some neighborhood
U ⊂ Rdm of the point p the following inclusion holds: ∂F(U) ⊃ W ∩ ∂Q, where W ⊂ Rr is a sufficiently
small neighborhood of the point F(p).
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Proposition 1. The surface stability of a hinger p is not only the necessary condition for its stable assem-
blability, but it is also the sufficient one.

Proposition 2. The surface stability of a KHS d is not only the necessary condition for its stable assembla-
bility, but it is also the sufficient one.

Geometrically, Proposition 2 means that there are no cavities in the set C that are adjacent to the face
of this set at the point d, and Proposition 1 is its local analog. In what follows, we deduce the equivalence of
Questions 1′ and 2′ to Questions 1 and 2 and from these propositions. Although the author did not manage
to prove the propositions themselves, there are a number of circumstances that point to their validity. For
example, it can be easily proved that no such cavities with smooth boundaries can exist.

The following assertion proves the validity of Proposition 1 in the case where the face hinger p is tame.
We assume that in the (r−1)-dimensional face C1 of the set C the free hinges pi and pj coincide. In this case,
the FHS Z1 corresponds to the face C1. (If one of the hinges pi,pj is fixed, then the GFHS may correspond
to the face C1. But the proof of the assertion that is given below is easier in this case.) We assume that the
FHS Z1 does not contain the free hinge pj and the lever pipj , and that in this scheme there are the levers
pipk instead of other levers pjpk (k = i) originating from the hinge pj . If the face hinger p with the FHS Z1
is tame, then the hinger p that corresponds to it is obviously surface-stable.

Proposition 3. If the face hinger p (with the FHS Z1) lying inside the (r − 1)-dimensional face C1 of the
set C is tame, then the hinger p with the FHS Z corresponding to it is stably assemblable.

Proof. Assume the contrary: the hinger p is tame, and the hinger p is not stably assemblable. Then there
exists the sequence {ql} of irregular hingers all of whose levers have positive lengths; this sequence converges
to p. Indeed, this sequence can be composed of hingers ql whose images F(ql) lie on the boundary of the set
F(U(p, ε)) and inside Q. We show that the existence of such a sequence contradicts the fact that the hinger
p is tame.

For this purpose, we study the relationship between the matrices dF and dF of differentials of lever
mappings that correspond to the schemes Z and Z1, respectively. The matrix dF(p) is obtained from dF(p)
in the following way. First, we add d columns that correspond to the coordinates of the hinge pj ; for certainty,
let these be the last columns of the matrix dF(p). Second, in the rows that correspond to the levers pjpk,
k = i, and in the columns that correspond to the coordinates of the hinge pi, let these be the first d columns
of the matrices dF(p) and dF(p), we insert zeros for the coordinates of the vector pi − pk; on the other
hand, in the same rows of the last columns that are added to dF(p) we put the coordinates of the vector
pj − pk = pi − pk. Other entries of the last d columns are zeros. Third, we add the row c that corresponds
to the lever pipj (we assume that it is the last row in the matrix dF(p)). All entries of the row c, except
for the first d of them, which are the coordinates of the vector pi − pj , and the last d entries, which are
the coordinates of pj − pi, are zero ones. In the case where pi = pj, as it is for the matrix dF(p), c is the
zero row. If the first r − 1 rows of the matrix dF(p) are linearly dependent, then the rows of the matrix
dF(p) are also linearly dependent. Indeed, a nontrivial linear combination of the rows of the matrix dF(p)
that are taken with the same coefficients as the corresponding rows of the matrix dF(p) is equal to the zero
row. Therefore, because the matrix dF(p) is nondegenerate by assumption, the first r− 1 rows of the matrix
dF(p) are linearly independent.

Because the hinger p is tame, all r−1 rows of the matrix dF(p) are linearly independent with respect to
each other. We show that this fact contradicts the linear dependence of the rows of the matrices dF(ql). By
folding of the matrix dF(ql) we mean the construction that is the inverse of the construction that leads from
dF(p) to dF(p). Namely, the matrix folding consists of the transference of the coordinates of vectors pj −pk
from the last d columns to the same rows of the first columns (at these places in dF(p) are zeros) and of
crossing out these last d columns and the last row of the matrix. Assume that the matrix dF(ql) is obtained
from the matrix dF(ql) as a result of folding. For ql that are sufficiently close to p, we can assume that the
first r − 1 rows of the matrix dF(ql) are linearly independent with respect to each other; therefore, if the
rows of the matrix dF(ql) are linearly dependent with the coefficients {αl1, . . . , α

l
r−1, α

l
r}, then α

l
r = 0. Then

it is easy to see that the rows of the matrix dF(ql) also make up a nontrivial linear combination with the
coefficients {αl1, . . . , α

l
r−1}, which is equal to zero. (This is obvious for the entries of all the rows of dF(ql)
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except for the first d, the linear combination of whose entries is equal to −αlr(pi − pj) − αlr(pj − pi) = 0.)
Because lim

l→∞
dF(ql) = dF(p), the rows of the matrix dF(p) are also linearly dependent, which contradicts

the condition. The proposition is proved.

We also note that in the case of the FHS Z with one fixed hinge pα, the existence of an unstably
assemblable KHS d lying inside the face dij = 0, for which the face KHS d is stable, means a negative
answer to the question posed in [1], that is, the existence of a stable KHS which is not stable with respect
to “perturbing” its fixed hinges (i.e., not completely stable KHS). Indeed, let the hinger p ∈ F−1(d). We
consider the GFHS Z∗ that is obtained from the FHS Z by fixing (and identifying) the pair of hinges pi and
pj that have coincided and by freeing the hinge pα. Because, as the original FHS Z, we can take the scheme
unstably assemblable with respect to the length of the lever pipj consisting of the component of the GFHS
Z∗ that is fixed at the hinge pi and of the lever pipj that is added to this component, we have a right to
assume that Z∗ is, in fact, the FHS. Therefore, the KHS of the hinger p∗ with the FHS Z∗, all the hinges
of which coincide as the points of the space with the corresponding hinges of the hinger p, is stable because
the face KHS d is stable. However, this KHS is not completely stable because by an arbitrarily small moving
apart of the fixed hinges pi and pj and by changing the lengths of the levers we can obtain a nonessential
KHS from it. The latter follows from the unstable assemblability of d.

Theorem 2. If Proposition 1 holds, then Questions 2 and 2′ are equivalent.

It suffices to prove that a positive answer to Question 2′ implies a positive answer to Question 2. Indeed,
let the point d ∈ C lie inside the k-dimensional face Qk of the orthant Q and correspond to the stably
assemblable KHS. Then the face Cr−k = C ∩ Qk of the set C is full-dimensional, and we can associate the
tame GFHS Zr−k with this face. Assume that all the hingers pi ∈ F−1(d) are unstably assemblable. Then
the face hingers pir−k with the GFHS Zr−k that correspond to them are unstable. Otherwise, we obtain a
contradiction to Proposition 1. Indeed, in the case where k = r−1, this contradiction is obvious. In the case
where k < r − 1, we have the following. Assume that the face hinger pir−k, k < r − 1, is stable. Because of
the stable assemblability of d, any (k+1)-dimensional coordinate plane that contains the face Cr−k intersects
C also along the full-dimensional face Cr−k−1, to which there correspond some GFHS Zr−k−1. Let the hinger
pir−k−1 with the schemeZr−k−1 correspond to its face hinger p

i
r−k; then, by Proposition 1, p

i
r−k−1 is stably

assemblable. Because, as the face Cr−k−1, we can take any (k + 1)-dimensional face containing the point d,
the face hinger pir−k−2 corresponding to p with the GFHS that corresponds to the (k + 2)-dimensional face
bounded by the face Cr−k−1 is surface-stable, and, therefore, it is stably assemblable by Proposition 1. We
proceed in the same manner until we obtain the stable assemblability of the hinger pi, which contradicts the
assumption.

If now the GFHS Zr−k decomposes into FHS Z1, . . . , Zl (l ≥ 1), and d is the direct sum of the corre-
sponding face KHS d1, . . . , dl, then each of these KHS is stable because of the stable assemblability of d. In
addition, there exists an FHS Zj for which each of the hingers p

i
j ∈ F −1

j (dj) is unstable. For, otherwise there

could be found a stably assemblable hinger among the hingers pi = F−1(d) which are direct sums of hingers
pi1, p

i
2, . . . , p

i
l. Therefore, we get a positive answer to Question 2 for the KHS dj that has the FHS Zj .

Theorem 3. If Proposition 2 is valid, then Questions 1 and 1′ are equivalent.

It suffices to prove that a positive answer to Question 1 implies a positive answer to Question 1′. For
this purpose, we consider the unstably assemblable KHS d lying inside the face Qk of the orthant Q to which
there corresponds the GFHS Zr−k. It follows from Proposition 2 that the corresponding face KHS dr−k is
unstable. Indeed, this is obvious in the case where k = r − 1. In the case where k < r − 1, we assume that
dr−k is stable. Then, if some of the faces Qk+1 ⊃ Qk of the orthant Q do not contain in their interior the
points from C, then the KHS d is unstably assemblable with respect to the length of the lever to which there
corresponds the dimension Qk+1 \ Qk. Otherwise to each of the faces Qk+1 of the orthant Q containing the
face Qk there corresponds it own GFHS. Proposition 2 implies the stable assemblability of the corresponding
surface-stable face KHS dr−k+1. Continuing this argument, we arrive either at the fact that the KHS d is
unstably assemblable with respect to the length of some of the levers or at the stable assemblability of d,
which contradicts our assumption.
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Assume that the GFHS Zr−k decomposes into FHS Z1, . . . , Zl, and the point d is the direct sum of
the corresponding unstable face KHS d1, . . . , dl. Then among these KHS there certainly exists at least one
unstable KHS, say dq. Since the answer to Question 1 is positive, dq is unstable with respect to the change
in the length of some of its levers pipj . Then the KHS d, obviously, is unstably assemblable with respect to
the length of the lever ptiptj , where vti ∈ vi, vtj ∈ vj . The theorem is proved.

4. Stability of Hinged Mechanisms

Following [1], a hinged device K(d) is said to be unstable if for this device there exists a number ε > 0
such that ∀δ > 0 there is a KHS d′ ∈ U(d, δ) ∩ Q to which either no hinged devices correspond or to which
there correspond only hinged devices K(d′) that satisfy the inequality ρ(K(d),K(d′)) ≥ ε, where ρ is the
Hausdorff distance3 between sets. Therefore, the stability of a hinged truss as a hinged device is equivalent to
the stable assemblability of a hinger that represents the configuration space of this truss. In the case of hinged
mechanisms, this concept of stability takes on some new features which are considered in the remainder of
this section.

It is easy to see that each position p of a stable hinged mechanism K(d), that is, an arbitrary hinger
p ∈ K(d), is stable. On the other hand, hingers that represent positions of an unstable hinged mechanism can
be either stable or unstable. For example, the planar hinged four-linker with two more links ac and cb attached
to the movable middle link ab and, moreover, with the hinge c lying on the lever ab, is unstable. Any position
of this four-linker is also unstable. A rhombic hinged four-linker whose configuration space decomposes under
an arbitrarily small change in the lengths of the levers is unstable. Nevertheless, any position of it is stable.
In the examples given above, either all the positions of an unstable hinged mechanism are stable or all of them
are unstable. However, there are mechanisms having both stable and unstable positions. An example of such
a mechanism (Fig. 5) is the somewhat modified version of a hinged mechanism with variable DOF number
that was described in [1]. This planar mechanism is composed of two parallel link mechanisms P1 : v8v1v3v9
and P2: v8v4v6v9. The hinges v2 and v5 are rigidly fastened with levers v1v3 and v4v6 of these parallel link
mechanisms. The parallel link mechanisms can move in such a way that the above levers move parallel to

3The Hausdorff distance ρ(X,Y ) between two compact sets X and Y of the Euclidean space is the quantity
max{maxx∈X ρ(x, Y ),maxy∈Y ρ(y,X)}, where ρ(x, Y ) is the ordinary distance from the point x to the set Y .
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themselves. Moreover, the points v2 and v5 circumscribe the circumferences with equal radii. We assume
that the dimensions of links are chosen in such a way that the centers of these circumferences coincide and
lie at the point a. We add two more hinges to our parallel link mechanisms: one free hinge v7 that coincides
with the point a, and one fixed hinge v10 = v7; we also add three levers: v10v7, v7v2, and v7v5. As long as the
hinge v7 lies at the point a, the parallel linked mechanisms P1 and P2 can be turned through independently
of one another, and our hinged mechanism has two degrees of freedom in these positions. The set of the
above positions of the hinged mechanism forms the two-dimensional torus T ⊂ R14. The hinge v7 can be
shifted from the point a if the position of the hinged mechanism is such that the levers v7v2 and v7v5 lie
on the straight line v7v10 on different sides from the point a = v7. In positions in which v7 = a, the local
dimension of the configuration space of our hinged mechanism is equal to 1. Thus, the complement D of
the torus T with respect to the configuration space K of our hinged machanism is one-dimensional. If we
slightly decrease the length of the lever v1v2, then we obtain the hinged mechanism with the one-dimensional
configuration space K′. It is clear that on the torus T there are points that are rather distant from the set
K′; these points are nonstable positions of the mechanism K. On the other hand, it can be easily verified
that points p ∈ D are stable positions of the mechanism K.

The following question, which is an extension of Question 1 posed above, naturally arises if we consider
hinged devices.

Question 1∗. Is any unstable hinged device unstable with respect to “perturbing” the length of only one of
its levers?

For hinged devices, we can also formulate a question that is similar to the above-considered Question 2
for hingers. Namely, is a stable KHS d0 for which each hinged device K(d0) is unstable possible? However, we
can easily obtain a positive answer to this question. This answer is given by the KHS of a hinged four-linker
in the plane with all its levers having one and the same length equal to the distance between fixed hinges
(i.e., of a rhombic four-linker). In [1], this KHS is denoted by z0. To the KHS z0 there corresponds (see [1])
a unique hinged device, namely, the unstable mechanism K(z0). Indeed, however close to the KHS z0 there
exists the KHS d to which there correspond two hinged mechanisms with the configuration spaces K1(d) and
K2(d). Moreover, although the union K1(d)∩K2(d) is close to the set K(z0), the Hausdorff distance between
each of the sets K1(d) and K2(d) and the set K(z0) is large.
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